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Abstract— A novel bias-induced healing of address specific
failing bits in VLSI SRAM functional arrays is demonstrated
for the first time in advanced CMOS nodes. Aging effects due to
bias temperature instability (BTI) resulting in device shifts are a
well-known reliability problem in advanced CMOS technologies.
We propose and demonstrate a method of exploiting the BTI
mechanism and the addressing capability of SRAM to recover
bits that fail during stress. Recovery of failures using this method
is demonstrated in both 20- and 14-nm technology nodes in VLSI
SRAM arrays. This method introduces the possibility of self-
healing SRAM arrays and overcomes many of the limitations of
the conventional industry voltage-guard-band approach.

Index Terms— Bias temperature instability (BTI), bit cell,
reliability, SRAM, static noise margin (SNM), statistics,
technology scaling, variation, write margin (WRM).

I. INTRODUCTION

B IAS temperature instability (BTI) remains as one
of the key reliability concerns in advanced CMOS nodes.

Field failures due to stress-induced device shifts attributable
to the BTI mechanism continue to plague VLSI CMOS
technologies. Over product lifetime, Vmin is known to increase
in large SRAM arrays due to negative BTI (NBTI) and more
recently positive BTI (PBTI) combined with NBTI. SRAM
bit cells are widely recognized to be particularly vulnerable to
BTI-induced failure and have been the subject of considerable
attention [1]–[4].

While NBTI has been a factor in earlier technology nodes,
both NBTI and PBTI have become significant with the
migration to high-κ metal gate (HKMG) technologies for
today’s advanced nodes [5]. FinFET devices, widely adopted
below 20 nm, have provided significant gate control over the
channel but remain vulnerable to the BTI mechanism [6], [7].

The random nature of the BTI mechanism and the continued
use of overvoltage for the performance gains leave large
arrays vulnerable to BTI-induced failures over the lifetime of
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the product. Therefore, BTI-induced voltage sensitive failures
in advanced VLSI SRAM arrays are expected to remain one
of the key technology reliability concerns for the foreseeable
future.

The use of a voltage-guard-band (VGB) to compensate
for expected end of life (EOL) BTI shifts has been adopted
industry wide as the principle means of compensation [8].
This is an accepted but costly approach with the limitations
in effectiveness as we will discuss. While other methods
have been proposed to address the effects of aging in SRAM
arrays [9], [10], they have so far not been widely adopted.
We will discuss the potential advantages of the bias-induced
healing (BIH) over the VGB and some of the other methods
previously proposed.

In this paper, we review the concepts behind the approach
we propose to significantly reduce this vulnerability to BTI
fails over the product lifetime. By controlled selective bias
of targeted failing bits, fails or shifts in Vmin, attributed
to Vt skew, can be rectified. This is accomplished with the
existing array design architectures using only the existing
built in terminals. For functional SRAM, these terminals are
bitline (BL), bitline-bar (BL), wordline (WL), and array supply
voltage high and low (VCS and VSS), respectively.

The concepts required for what we refer to as “healing” of
failed or failing bits in large SRAM arrays on advanced CMOS
node are discussed and demonstrated with both 20- and 14-nm
hardware. In this paper, we identify the failing bit either at
wafer or module level and demonstrate the improvement in
silicon. We expect that in the future, it will be a natural
extension of this paper to implement the “self-healing” SRAM,
using built-in self-test (BIST), followed by the address specific
biasing method described in this paper to effectively fix the
failing bit and recover Vmin in the field without invoking
redundancy. The BIH flow we propose relies on BIST, but
requires minimal additional area overhead to implement.

II. EFFECTS OF SCALING AND BTI

A. Technology Scaling

As scaling continues below 20 nm, greater than 500 Mb
of SRAM on a die is not uncommon. The migration to
FinFET devices and the lithographic challenges in printing
and controlling the dimensions has become increasingly dif-
ficult [11]. The 6T SRAM bit cell is an integral part of
each technology offering and SRAM bit cell area has become
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Fig. 1. Stability/WRM tradeoff for the 6T SRAM. The read SNM (red dotted
line) and WRM (blue dotted line) sigma resolved to yield (solid line) as a
function of read SNM (x-axis).

a benchmark of technology competitiveness in today’s VLSI
microelectronics industry. A significant source of variation
in nanoscale CMOS technologies is associated with ran-
dom dopant fluctuations (RDF), which continues to follow
a 1/

√
WL relationship [12]. Although HKMG and FinFET

technologies have provided some relief, aggressive design
rules and device scaling contribute to drive increases in SRAM
device variation. Because it is common for the SRAM devices
to be near or below minimum logic design rules, the RDF
mismatch phenomenon is exacerbated. In addition, pushed
design spacing rules used in the dense SRAM cell can lead
to added sources of variation that is not observed in circuits
designed with the standard logic design rules.

B. BTI

While NBTI alone was sufficient to cause degraded stability
in the bit cell [13], PBTI-induced pull-down (PD) device shift
can further decrease the stability in the bit cell. Because PBTI
may become a more significant factor in recent technology
generations [7], the SRAM cell can become more susceptible
to BTI driven stability failure. As we will discuss, BTI-related
shifts comprise a dynamic source of asymmetry in the bit cell.
These factors among others coupled with additional variation
and within-cell asymmetric shifts associated with BTI result
in heightened vulnerability for the SRAM.

III. SRAM VULNERABILITY

The 6T SRAM cell design and functionality relies on a
balance between maintaining the ability to write and abil-
ity to maintain state during read operation. The read/write
relationship may be characterized as a balance between the
pass-gate (PG) strength and the latch resistance to change
state [14]. The intrinsic balance between stability and write
margin (WRM), is shown in Fig. 1, which shows the yield
(black continuous line) and the margin sigma [red dotted
line for read static noise margin (SNM) and blue dotted
line for WRM]. Stability is characterized by the read SNM.

Fig. 2. SRAM devices (circled) experiencing PBTI (PDL) and NBTI (PUR)
when Q is low and Q is high. For the opposite state, the PDR and PUL are
being stressed, while the array is powered ON.

The ability of the cell to be written is characterized by WRM.
The maximum yield is obtained when these are balanced.
Maintaining this balance fundamentally relies on device tar-
geting and reducing both local transistor variation and global
transistor variation.

Fig. 2 shows the devices being biased so that BTI degrada-
tion may occur when the array is operational. While the latch
is holding state, two of the four latch devices are experiencing
a bias consistent with the BTI stress condition. The state of
the bit governs which pair of PD/pull-up (PU) devices are
receiving the BTI bias conditions. Over the product lifetime, an
individual bit may be expected to switch state multiple times.
If the fraction of time the bit remains in one state versus the
other is close to 50%, the mean net shift on both pairs would
be approximately the same. This ideal of 50% is, however,
almost never the case in actual practice for several reasons.
The actual fraction of time any individual bit is holding a
specific state can be a source of error in predicting the VGB
needed for a product. In practice, the fraction of time a given
bit in a large SRAM array may hold a given (0 or 1) state can
be as high as 100%. The result is a significant fraction of the
bits in the array will see an uneven stress so that the PDL and
PUR latch devices may see, for example, far more BTI stress
than the PDR and PUL in the same bit.

To gain performance, it has become common industry
practice to overdrive the voltage, which exacerbates the
BTI impact. This elevated voltage becomes applied to the
SRAM for each terminal (VCS/WL/NW/BL and BL) unless
specific voltage domains are included for the SRAM.

IV. STATISTICAL TREATMENT WITH BTI

A methodology for addressing sources of nonrandom varia-
tion has been previously established [14], [15]. The dominant
underlying static components of the local variance in Vt

are due to RDF, gate work function, line edge roughness
(including local randomness in both W and L), and oxide
thickness (Tox). Treating these components as independent
random variables, the total variance is expressed as shown in

σ 2
V tstat

= σ 2
V t,RDF + σ 2

V t,GWF + σ 2
V t,LER + σ 2

V t,Tox. (1)
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While BTI impacts the device Vt , it may also increase
the variance of the same devices [16]. Because of this, we
must consider the dynamic BTI driven component, which
may contribute to degradation in Vmin yield over the life of
the product. The net static and dynamic or (time dependent)
variance is then given by

σ 2
V t(stat+dyn) = σ 2

V t,stat + σ 2
V t,BTI. (2)

The variance in the yield margin, M , as previously
shown [15], is dependent on the σV t(stat+dyn). The margin
(SNM and WRM) mean values are similarly impacted by
mean shifts in the threshold voltage of the latch devices that
occur over time (Fig. 2). The margin is, therefore, viewed as
a dynamic quantity as shown in

ζM (t) = M − �MBTI

σM(stat+dyn)
. (3)

When the variation in Vt for the devices in the 6T SRAM
can be treated as normally distributed, the yield for a large
array with (Nb) bits follows the binomial relationship:

YM (t) = (1 − PTot(t)[M ≤ 0])Nb . (4)

The margin mean and the variance are explicitly dependent
on the variance in device threshold. The margin limited yield
may then be assessed by determining the fail probabilities.
By accounting for the mean and variance components indi-
vidually, the fail probability may be computed from the
standard normal probability distribution function. When no
systematic or nonrandom Vt mismatch exists, the probability
of failure (PTot) for the bit cell may be expressed as

PTot(t)[M ≤ 0] = 1 −
∫ ∞

0
fx (x)dx ≈ erfc

(
ζM (t)√

2

)
(5)

where ζM (t), given in (3), is the delta from the mean in units
of sigma having BTI driven time dependence. The probability
is computed assuming a symmetrical two-tail distribution to
account for both the states of the bit cell. As mentioned
previously, the impact of BTI on the latch may introduce an
asymmetric Vt component in addition to the local variance.
This is dependent on the fraction of time that the bit is storing
a 1 versus a 0 over the life of the product. When nonrandom
Vt asymmetry exists, the fail probability for the left and right
side of the cell will need to be considered independently. This
is expressed as

PTot(t)[M ≤ 0] = P(0)[M ≤ 0] + P(1)[M ≤ 0]. (6)

Because of the time/use dependence of the margin (M)
and the stochastic nature of BTI, a dynamic approach may
be considered preferable to the traditional static guard-band
methods that are discussed in Section V. The specific mar-
gin (M) sensitivity of read SNM is discussed in more detail
in Section VI, where the read SNM is quantified as a function
of device skew within the bit cell.

V. ADDRESSING BTI IN SRAM

The VGB is commonly used in the VLSI CMOS industry
to provide a buffer for expected Vmin shifts associated with
the BTI mechanism over the product life [8]. As mentioned

Fig. 3. Wafer-level screen test with a typical VGB may be close
to ∼20% below Vnom and ∼10% below EOL Vmin.

in Section IV, this approach is both costly and has the
limitations in its ability to capture rogue bit shifts and
BTI driven asymmetric shifts. The typical guard band for BTI
alone may be on the order of 5% of the Vnom value, or more,
depending on the specific technology and anticipated device
shifts over the product life. In addition to the BTI VGB, it is
common practice to add additional VGB to account for tester
variability, temperature, and other noise sources, such as IR
drop and other effects, i.e., random telegraph noise (Fig. 3).
As a result of the guard-band approach, many potentially good
dies are discarded costing fabs millions in revenue each year.

A. Other Methods

A statement on other relevant methods will be briefly
described in this section. An approach exploiting NBTI
showed some success by shifting the latch PU devices toward
a more balanced state [9]. This method relied on the power-up
state of the SRAM array, followed by a voltage stress to all
cells in the array. Others have proposed methods of identifying
BTI driven failures [17], but required redundant elements to be
invoked. In contrast, the methodology described in this paper
does not require redundant elements to be present. As a result,
the same bits can be recovered more than once over the course
of the lifetime of the product if required.

B. Exploiting the BTI Mechanism

In the ON-state condition for the SRAM array, the latch
devices for entire array of SRAM bits are continuously biased
and, hence, subject to BTI-induced shifts. The mean shift
in the PU devices (due to NBTI) and the mean shift in the
PD devices (due to PBTI) that occur over the life of the
product are dependent on many factors. Both NBTI and PBTI
have a voltage, temperature, and time relationships that are
technology dependent. Over time, during normal operation,
the latch devices become weaker. In contrast, the wordline or
PG devices are normally OFF and not subjected to PBTI aging
and as a result are largely unimpacted. Because of this, over
the product lifetime in the field, the latch stability becomes
weaker (relative to the PG devices). This imbalance can build
up over the course of time and eventually lead to Vmin failures
due to reduced stability in the bit cell.

We will next discuss the BIH method to recover and restore
the bit to an acceptable level of functionality. As an example,
if the bit is failing when storing a 0 on node Q, to improve
the stability of this bit, the controlled biasing scheme, using
the write circuitry and elevated WL bias, would be used
so that the PGL device, as shown in Fig. 4, is subject to
PBTI stress.
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Fig. 4. Bit cell schematic showing the concept of selective bias to induce
PBTI shift in the PGL device (circled). The write operation is performed for
a targeted bit with Q being written low. The key difference is the WL voltage
is elevated to 1.4 × Vnom and the write time is extended to a few seconds.

Following the 6T schematic in Fig. 4, to obtain the desired
PBTI shift in the PGL NFET device, the source (BL) is driven
low by the write driver, the gate (PGL) is driven high by the
WL voltage (Vx ) and the internal latch node, and Q is pulled
low by the PGL device with Vgs = WL = Vx . This is no
different from a conventional write 0 (with node Q is being
written to 0) operation. Once Q is pulled low, the latch devices
hold the state (PDL device with Vgs = Vcs holds Q = 0 in
the linear mode). Vgs of the PGL device is Vx -BL, and with
BL low, Vgs resolves to the WL voltage. In this case, the WL
voltage, Vx , is chosen based on a tradeoff in desired PBTI
voltage shift and the safe bias limits for the technology.

The controlled bias write step could be exercised multiple
times (WORD selections may be varied but would contain this
bit) to reduce PBTI shifts in bits on the same WL. In practice,
small (5–10 mV) positive shifts in Vtsat will be expected to
sufficiently restore a bit.

The voltages required to accomplish the recovery of Vmin
can be less than those used in the typical dynamic voltage
screen (DVS) and, hence, would pose no significant concern to
the small fraction of devices experiencing the elevated voltage.
While the times required to provide bit recovery may typically
be on the order of a 1 to a few hundred seconds, the concern is
limited, because the number of devices subjected to the stress
will be a very small fraction of the total bits in the array.
By incorporating BIST to catch bits that begin to show signs of
weakness, the voltage and times required to restore the weakest
bits may be kept sufficiently low as to be nonconsequential.

It is recognized that other PG devices along the WL will
also experience a shift. This can be minimized by writing
multiple times and exchanging WORDS (keeping the target
bit constant). Alternatively, as was done in the experiments
provided in this paper, the other PG devices on the same
WORD are allowed to be impacted. A small reduction in
read or write performance for a limited number of bits on
the selected WL will be a consequence. The net is only a tiny
fraction of bits from the entire array will experience a small
net degrade in read and write performance.

VI. SIMULATIONS: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The SPICE simulations were performed with 20-nm
hardware-based models using previously developed

Fig. 5. SPICE simulations showing the change in read SNM(L) as a function
of increased Vt (VTA) for the 6T cell, where 0 represents nominal centering.

TABLE I

READ SNM(L) SENSITIVITY PER DEVICE

characterization methods [18]. The 6T cell read SNM
sensitivity to device centering was initially analyzed
following the well-established convention [19], at nominal
centering conditions at 25 °C. Of primary interest is the
margin sensitivity to increased device Vt since that is
consistent with the impact of BTI with time. The impact on
the read SNM(L), as a function of increased Vtsat, for the
six bit cell devices is shown in Fig. 5.

Although our discussion shall refer to the read SNM left
lobe, it should be understood that the same concepts are
reflected in the right lobe. We observe in Fig. 5 that two
of the six transistors play no role in SNM(L), the PUL, and
the PGR. While all six devices must be considered in the
full butterfly curve and in establishing the read SNM of the
bit cell, only four devices govern the SNM of a given lobe
(left or right). Two devices, the PDR and the PUR (αR), will
dictate the higher portion (high to low transition) of the left
lobe, while the PDL and the PGL (βL) comprise the voltage
divider relationship (mid to low transition) of the left lobe.

The slopes shown in Fig. 5 are quantified in Table I for
increasing Vt of the six transistors in the bit cell. The read
SNM(L) is shown to be decreased with the increase in PDL
and PUR Vtsat. The PDL is shown to have the highest
sensitivity and further illustrates the vulnerability of SRAM
to PBTI. The second highest sensitivity is observed with the
PGL device. In this case, however, we see that the positive Vt

shift will improve the read SNM(L).
In summary, we observed that increased Vtsat of the PDL

or PUR devices produce a degrade in the read SNM(L), while
increased Vtsat of the PGL improves the read SNM(L). While
increased Vt of the PDR improves the read SNM(L), the
read SNM(R) will be further degraded. With the constraints
available to modify the devices, improvement in stability
will most effectively be accomplished by increased Vt of the
PG device.
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Fig. 6. SPICE simulations as shown in Fig. 5 except with skewed conditions
mimicking a near failing bit. The sensitivity is again highest for the PG device
but also shows an increased sensitivity.

TABLE II

EXAMPLE OF SKEW IN NEAR FAILING BIT

While the analysis in Fig. 5 was performed with deviations
from nominal, the more relevant condition would be at the
near failing conditions. The read SNM sensitivities for the
near failing conditions given in Table II are shown in Fig. 6.
The sensitivity to the increased PG Vtsat on the weak lobe
is increased over the nominal condition. The sensitivity slope
is increased from 0.41 to 0.51. This increased sensitivity to
PG Vt aids the effectiveness of the address specific, bias-based
Vmin recovery technique.

As discussed in Section IV, the fail probability and the
yield are dependent on the margin (M) mean and variance
of the population of bits (Nb). The sensitivity of read static
noise margin (M) to Vt is quantified in this section for each
of the transistors in the bit cell, and the impact of skew is
shown to influence the sensitivity of the PG Vt on the read
SNM. In Section VII, hardware data from 20 to 14 nm will be
used to demonstrate the exploitation of the BTI mechanism
to induce systematic improvement in Vmin. In particular,
PBTI-induced shifts in either the right or left PG device
(as required) to improve the read SNM for a targeted
failing bit.

VII. HARDWARE RESULTS

A. SRAM Miniarray Results

In this section, we discuss the results obtained using an
SRAM miniarray, which enables a more detailed characteriza-
tion of the bit cells than available in a fully functional SRAM.
This macro enables access and characterization of 1024-bit
cells for each die. The nodes for each of the ∼1k bits are also
accessible to enable butterfly curve characterization.

Data shown in Fig. 7 using 20-nm hardware were
obtained at wafer level by biasing the WLs at an elevated

Fig. 7. Change in Vt as a function of time due to PBTI for the PG device
shown in Fig. 4 with the WL voltage Vx = 1.4 × Vnom.

Fig. 8. Normal quantile plot showing the Vtsat distribution shift as a function
of time due to PBTI for the PG device shown in Fig. 4 with the WL voltage
Vx = 1.4 × Vnom.

voltage (1.4 × Vnom) with write time given in the x-axis. This
shows that as much as 3–4 mV of Vt shift was obtained with
less than 5 s using the elevated WL voltage with a noise
floor of 1–1.5 mV. The normal quantile plot, enabled by the
miniarray design, in Fig. 8 shows the distribution and shift
across the stress time. Only a small increase in variation due to
PBTI-induced shift is observed.

Butterfly curves from a significantly skewed bit are shown
in Fig. 9. The red traces were taken prior to the selective PG
stress-biasing step, while the blue dotted curves were taken
after 1000 s of BIH at 1.4 × Vnom. For this bit, the read SNM
improved by ∼18 mV at 0.6 V. The internal node voltage
during the read operation is reduced by 27 mV, as given
in Table III. This is consistent with a more balanced PG to
latch and a slightly higher effective β ratio or PD/PG strength
for this node. The left PG Vt for this same bit was increased
by 25 mV, from 360 to 385 mV. This was higher than the mean
shift of 15 mV but within the expected range for 1000 s.
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Fig. 9. Measured butterfly curves from a skewed bit before and after selective
PG stress biasing was applied. The stability of the bit is improved significantly
due to the bias-induced shift in the PGL device.

TABLE III

BUTTERFLY CURVE DATA

Butterfly curves were simulated using the same conditions
(0.6 V, 125 °C) as Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 10. The simulations
predict a ∼15-mV improvement in the read SNM with each
30 mV shift in the PGL device. Consistent with the simulation
results previously shown in Fig. 6, the read SNM for a more
skewed bit is improved by roughly half of shift in Vt of the
PGL device.

Because only the PGL device was intentionally altered, only
the PGL/PDL relationship contribution to the butterfly curve is
impacted. The voltage rise of internal node (Q) as determined
by the voltage divider relationship is shown to reduce as the
PGL Vt is increased, providing the intended result of making
the bit less susceptible to a read disturb upset.

The miniarray devices are designed so that the individual
transistor Vt ’s can be measured. Once a bit was identified
as showing lower read SNM as shown in Fig. 9, the device
skews for the six transistors were measured. The Vtlin values
measured are given in Table II and reflect the skew in the bit
cell.

B. Healing Vmin in a Functional SRAM Environment

The concepts and the validation experiments have been
discussed in Section V-B. In this section, BIH is performed
in a functional SRAM environment and demonstrated for both
20- and 14-nm technologies.

A 20-nm planar, HKMG technology 128-Mb SRAM mod-
ule failing 0.8 V Vmin with a single cell fail (SCF) after a high-
temperature operating life (HTOL)-like stress for 168 h was
identified. The fail was determined to be a stability or “read”

Fig. 10. Simulated butterfly curves showing impact with 30-mV incremental
shifts in the PGL device. Red solid lines: initial condition (as in Fig. 9).
Blue dashed line: impact of selective PG bias-induced shift.

Fig. 11. Results for package die (20-nm technology) which exhibited a post-
HTOL SCF. Die failed ten of ten tests for SCF initially at 0.8 V, but exhibited
complete recovery with the proposed method, which reduced the PG to latch
imbalance that shifted during HTOL.

failure. Because it was a read 0 fail, a write 0 operation was
applied for 1-s intervals at 25 °C. Initially, the SRAM module
was subjected to ten read operations at 0.8 V and found to fail
10 of 10 or 100% of the read operations. After 4 s of writing
0 with an elevated voltage on the WL, the module was found
to have zero fails of ten read passes at 0.8 V in the 128-Mb
array (Fig. 11). The expected PG Vt shift was approximately
10–12 mV, which reduced the PG strength sufficiently to be
more adequately balanced with the latch strength.

A 14-nm FinFET, HKMG technology 128-Mb SRAM mod-
ule failing at 0.7 V for read (1) disturb was subjected to an
extended write (1) with elevated WL voltage. Fig. 12 shows
the improved Vmin over time. The estimated PG Vt shift is
relatively small, ∼5 mV at 300 s and ∼7 mV at 1000 s. Given
a variation voltage tolerance of ∼2 mV, the 0.7 V Vmin fail is
eliminated after 300 s and is further improved with more time.
The total improvement in Vmin is only a few millivolts, but
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Fig. 12. Results for package die (14-nm technology) which exhibited a post-
HTOL SCF at 0.7 V. Vmin was recovered with elevated WL voltage write.

Fig. 13. BFMs from 14-nm technology SRAM array comparing the
same array segment, before (top) and after (bottom) BIH, targeting only
bit (4 603 613).

the bit can be said to no longer fail at 0.7 V. The longer
times required for the 14-nm technology is attributable to this
technologies reduced PBTI degradation.

The addressable bias-induced recovery is demonstrated in
20- and 14-nm technologies using fully functional SRAM.
This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first demonstration
of the concept working in a large functional SRAM arrays
across two technology nodes.

An SRAM array built with the 14-nm technology is used
to further illustrate BIH, specifically targeting one of the two
failing bits shown in Fig. 13. In this example, bit (4 603 613)
was identified as the target bit, while bit (1 509 964) was
left unaltered to provide reference. The bit fail map (BFM)
comparisons are identical array segments taken using the same
Vmin conditions. In this example, the before and after tests
were each repeated five times to insure consistency.

The before and after BIH BFMs, Fig. 13, show both that:
1) the targeted array bit was converted from failing to passing
the Vmin criteria and 2) no functional impact is observed

Fig. 14. When BISHR is high, the WL driver voltage is boosted to Vstr to
accelerate the targeted PG PBTI shift. Using an I/O pFET device to power the
WL driver, the I/O device avoids NBTI stress. Level shift circuits are labeled
as inverting or noninverting.

to the remaining bits in the array. This result is consis-
tent with the physical mechanisms underlying BIH described
in Section V-B.

C. Healing of Vmin Fails Over Product Life

The path to in situ bias-induced recovery or “healing” of
bits that fail in the field over the life of the product is now
discussed. Relying on conventional parity bits to identify the
failing WORD could be used or because BIST circuitry is
common in system on chips (SoCs), the circuitry required
to issue multiple or extended writes with a higher voltage
available from I/O or “thick-ox” devices is minimal area
overhead (Fig. 14), especially compared with redundancy
requirements. Upon SCF identification by the BIST, the built-
in self-heal for read (BISHR) fail would be set high, the
identified row or WL would be asserted, and for the bit
failing a read 0, a 0 would be written back to that bit with
WL voltage = Vx . If the bit is failing a read 1, the column
containing that bit would be set by the column decoder so
that a 1 would be written into that bit. The approach is shown
in Fig. 15 to provide the logistic flow.

Because the BTI-induced healing method relies upon cre-
ating a small shift in a limited set of PG devices, as defined
by those writing a 0 (BL = 0), a potential concern could be
the impact on the additional nontargeted PG devices on the
WORD being written. Detecting a bit just beginning to fail in
the field, invoking the PBTI shift as we propose to rebalance
the PG and latch will typically require a mean shift less than a
few (5–10) millivolts. In addition, the number of PG devices
subjected to the shift is relatively small compared with the
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Fig. 15. Flowchart for address specific in situ recovery or healing in a
functional SRAM array.

total bit count on the SoC. As a result, no negative impact on
yield or performance associated with this method should be
incurred.

VIII. DISCUSSION: ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS

The concepts and the demonstration of BIH in both
20- and 14-nm nodes have been presented. A brief overview
of the potential advantages and limitations of this method will
be discussed.

Among the potential advantages of the proposed BIH
method, are: improved product reliability, lower product Vmin
or improved Vmin limited yield, and higher performance.
These improvements could be realized through reduced field
returns, more aggressive Vmin, more relaxed VGB and though
operation of the SRAM at higher voltages.

The recognized limitations of this method, as highlighted
in the following, include: reduced read current for a limited
number of bits, potential for dielectric breakdown, and the
time impact for BIST plus BIH for bit restoration.

A reduced read current, on the fraction of bits impacted
would be small, less than 3%–4% based on SPICE simulations
for a 15–20 mV increase in PG Vt . Because the fraction
of bits impacted, the statistical impact for this change in
read current will be negligible. The potential for dielectric
breakdown is small when considering the tiny fraction of
dielectric critical area being stressed during at BIH cycle,
and the voltage applied is on the order of that used in DVS.
The BIH cycle time can be a significant limitation and will
depend strongly on the technology PBTI voltage acceleration
factor and the applied voltage. The target time, for practical
purposes, for a BIH cylce should be on the order of ∼1–10 s.
The proper tradeoff between dielectric breakdown concerns

and time required to raise the PG Vt by 10–20 mV will ulti-
mately be technology dependent, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

A means of determining if BIH through PBTI-induced
shifts in the PG device may be effectively applied can be
established based on specific technology parameters. The PBTI
parameters are typically extracted for a given technology
during the qualification phase and are known for any high
volume commercially available technology.

A typical form of the PBTI equation given in

�V tPG = A · V B
str · tn

max · exp

( −Ea

k · Tstr

)
(7)

where B is the voltage exponent in the range of (5–10),
n is ∼(0.15–0.25), Ea is the activation energy ∼0.2 eV, and
A is a constant established based on calibration to hardware.
Vstr and Tstr are the maximum voltage and temperature to be
applied, and tmax is the maximum time, in seconds, tolerable
for cost and practical implementation into the BIST. The BIH
method described in this text may be effectively implemented
if �VtPG values on the order of ∼10 mV can be achieved
within the Vstr, tmax, and Tstr constraints.

While stress recovery in pMOS NBTI can be significant, the
nMOS PBTI stress recovery across the technologies investi-
gated is small, consistent with the observations of others [20].
Because the BIH relies on PBTI, the recovery effect does
not pose a problem for the technologies investigated. For
technologies where PBTI recovery becomes more significant,
some additional stress compensation may be required.

IX. CONCLUSION

By exploiting the BTI mechanism, a selected BIH of failing
bits in VLSI SRAM functional arrays has been demonstrated
in both 20-nm (planar) and 14-nm (FinFET) nodes. We demon-
strated a methodology to recover specific bits which failed or
shifted in Vmin during an HTOL stress. The use of applied
biases and times that can be on the order of those used in
dynamic voltage screening was demonstrated in large func-
tional SRAM arrays using terminals available in conventional
SRAM arrays, which was shown to be effective. By the use
of this technique, coupled with BIST or error detection and
minimal circuit overhead, it is possible to recover or “heal” or
prevent BTI stress-induced Vmin failures in the field.
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